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Retailers have a great deal of concern and apprehension about what it takes to 
secure their front and backend systems, and rightfully so. McAfee* continuously 
tracks and publishes the amount of unique malware it identifies, and in the first 
quarter of 2012, eight million new malware samples were detected.1 

Original equipment manufacturers (OEMs) of retail systems, such as point-of-sale 
(POS), ATMs and self-service terminals, play a unique role in helping retailers 
understand and incorporate the latest security technologies. OEM product 
managers, in particular, are responsible for ensuring the systems they bring to 
market can protect against security threats and comply with standards bodies, 
such as the Payment Card Industry Security Standards Council (PCI SSC). 

Helping OEMs and retailers address a wide range of security challenges, Intel 
and McAfee have developed solutions that take advantage of leading-edge 
hardware and software technologies. Moreover, these solutions can be deployed 
in mix-and-match fashion, allowing an OEM to offer “good, better, best” security 
solutions and create upsell opportunities. This paper reviews the security 
challenges facing the retail industry and a comprehensive set of security 
solutions that OEMs can easily bundle with their systems.

Unprecedented Malware Growth
Systems connected to networks – internal or public – are susceptible to 
attack from malware that is growing exponentially, as illustrated in Figure 1. 
The cumulative number of malware threats exceeded an incredible 56 million 
by the end of 2011. In the first few months of 2012, nearly 90,000 new 
pieces of malware were detected every day.

The retail industry is falling victim to similar attacks, especially since it is a 
prime target for those intent on stealing credit card information and other 
sensitive customer data. Costly attacks are becoming commonplace, as in 
the reported hacking of POS systems at a national sandwich restaurant 
chain (150 locations attacked) and 50 other U.S. retailers.2 Retail systems 
connected to the Internet and wireless networks are goldmines for cyber 
criminals, leading the payment card industry to crack down on merchants 
and manufacturers who don’t secure their POS terminals.
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Figure 1: Cumulative Malware Threats
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Security Drivers in Retail
Since retail systems can be widely dispersed and within reach 
of the public, protecting them against cyber attacks is ever 
more difficult. Retail systems are connected to a diverse set 
of networks – in-store, corporate and public Internet – often 
reaching around the globe (Figure 2). This complicates the 
security duties of retail IT professionals, who must overcome 
geographic and organizational hurdles, especially when 
stores may be franchised or have independent management. 
Retailers face a wide range of security challenges, including:

•	 Timely Security Patches: In-store systems may go 
unpatched longer than other enterprise devices, making 
them more susceptible to attack. This is because store 
networks may not have the connectivity, bandwidth and 
service models to receive updates that maintain security 
protections, such as regular malware signature files (e.g., 
.DAT files).

•	 Maintenance Hurdles: Since remote store sites often 
lack technical experts capable of detecting, diagnosing 
or repairing a problem, any issue that needs more than 
a reboot could take days to fix. Another complication 
is legacy POS systems, seven to ten years old, can 
be particularly vulnerable when software vendors 
discontinue support, such as no longer sending 
operating system patches to fix newly identified 
security holes.

•	 Physical Compromise: Anyone with hands-on access to a 
retail system can attach a portable storage device (e.g., USB 
drive) and other peripherals capable of introducing malware 
directly into the system. Once malware infiltrates a system 
that processes or retains data, it can be sniffed, and its data 
downloaded and stolen.

•	 Baseline	Configuration	Drift: Over time, security 
vulnerabilities can surface when retail systems drift from 
their approved baseline build, whether it’s from falling behind 
on updates, the introduction of new code or changes in 
configuration.

•	 Network-Based Compromise: Wireless networks remain 
a security soft spot. Criminals can defeat poor wireless 
security and break into POS devices in order to install a worm 
or key logger that can lead to degraded quality of service or 
data loss.

•	 Regulatory	Compliance: Typically, retail systems must 
protect customer data in accordance with privacy laws that 
are enforced through regulatory standards or industry self-
regulation, such as the PCI DSS.

•	 Brand	Damage: Retailers who suffer a security breach may 
face tough scrutiny by the press, regulatory bodies and 
customers.

Figure 2: Interconnected Retail Environment2



Figure 3: Security Solutions for the Retail Industry

Why Retail System OEMs Should Care About 
Security
Retailers are ultimately responsible for the security of their 
systems and must complete some minimal due diligence to 
make certain consumer information cannot be compromised. 
Still, many retailers rely on OEMs or value-added resellers 
(VARs) for guidance on how to best protect retail systems 
given the fast pace of technology innovation. OEMs have 
a vested interest in ensuring systems are loaded with a 
security solution, even if it’s trial software, to keep them 
safe from day one. It’s important to ship safe systems 
because no vendor wants to be mentioned in a news story 
about a cyber attack. 

Complicating matters, there isn’t a single security solution 
capable of addressing all future risks; instead, most would 
agree it’s necessary to implement a series of different 
defenses across the system. This can be done using a layered 
security approach that enforces policy using both hardware- 
and software-based technologies, some of which are 
reviewed in this paper. Moreover, OEM product managers can 
offer different tiers of security solutions, which allow them 
to charge more for higher-end systems.

Retail system OEMs can also help their bottom line by 
incorporating security solutions that differentiate their 
products, making them a cut above the competition and thus, 
able to command a higher margin. Security is well-suited to 
a tiered selling approach, where perhaps basic security is 
free, and additional security features or device management 
solutions cost extra. An OEM could seek additional margin 
from including any of the security products that are 
discussed in the following section of this paper.

Retail IT organizations are familiar with the software 
solutions, such as anti-virus (AV), but they are probably less 

familiar with hardware-based security technologies available 
today. For example, computing platforms based on Intel® Core™ 
vPro™ processors incorporate various technologies to increase 
threat protection, some of which also improve the effectiveness 
of software-based security solutions. When it comes to 
hardware-based security technologies, OEMs should design them 
into their platforms upfront, because retailers may not be able 
to add them after the fact. It is also important for retailers to 
make sure they are taking advantage of the available security 
technologies, which may require turning them on, deploying the 
associated software or modifying business processes, among 
other possibilities.

Security	Solutions	for	the	Retail	Industry
A comprehensive solution requires multiple products to create 
layers of security that operate together without introducing 
great complexity, degrading performance or impacting availability. 
This can be accomplished with Intel® vPro™ technology-based 
solutions and McAfee software that together secure systems 
across the interconnected retail environment, as illustrated in 
Figure 3.

The solutions are divided into two groups depending upon the 
systems on which they are deployed. One group is in-store 
retail systems, and they should run software to protect against 
malware, unauthorized data access and risks associated with 
removable storage media. The other group, corporate systems, 
should protect business-critical databases, implement a central 
security management system, and take extra measures to 
protect data against espionage and cyber crime. These solutions 
represent a solid foundation to secure assets; but clearly, the use 
of additional security products can further improve a retailer’s 
security posture.
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Figure 4: McAfee* ePO* Deep Command* with Intel® AMT

Centrally	Managed	Security
For retail IT departments tasked with securing a large 
number of retail systems dispersed across geographies and 
connected to various networks, security management can 
be overwhelming. This is made easier by centralizing all the 
necessary support functions, achievable with McAfee ePolicy 
Orchestrator* (McAfee ePO) Deep Command* software 
designed to unify the management of endpoints, networks, 
data and compliance solutions. Used on nearly 60 million 
nodes worldwide, the software increases overall visibility 
across security management activities, thereby improving 
protection and enabling IT to achieve dramatic efficiencies.

Advanced	Remote	Management

McAfee ePO Deep Command also employs Intel® Active 
Management Technology (Intel® AMT)3 to remotely manage 
computer-based systems and to reduce the number of 
expensive onsite visits required to address security 
incidents or fix equipment. Security administrators can 
remotely deploy, manage and update security and device 
software on disabled or powered-off retail systems. This 
is possible because Intel AMT establishes an out-of-band 
(OOB) connection to the retail system that allows retail IT 
departments to take control of the device – even, potentially, 
a rogue device – regardless of the hardware or software 
state. Using Intel AMT (Figure 4), the device can be taken 
offline, cleansed remotely by reloading its software image, 
and then brought back online.
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FACILITATING PCI DSS COMPLIANCE
Due to the growing problem of credit card fraud and identity theft, the five major credit card companies (American 
Express*, Discover Financial Services*, JCB International*, MasterCard Worldwide* and Visa*) united to support an 
independent body, known as the Payment Card Industry Security Standards Council (PCI SSC), to strengthen security 
controls among their members. Security solutions from McAfee can help retailers optimize for continuous PCI compliance 
through a layered security model that mitigates vulnerabilities and decreases the likelihood of data loss and theft. 
For example, McAfee* ePO* software facilitates the automation of PCI compliance reporting, reduces administrative 
overhead and significantly lowers associated costs. McAfee also provides services for cost-effective scanning and 
assessment with specific solutions for POS terminals, ATMs, databases and other components in the retail environment. 

The PCI DSS is divided into 12 requirement categories, as shown in the table below, each containing sub categories. The right 
side of the table shows which McAfee products can help retailers comply with the standard. It should be noted, a checkmark 
in the table does not imply the corresponding McAfee product addresses all of the subsections within a requirement.
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Requirement 1: Install and maintain a firewall configuration to protect cardholder data

Requirement 2: Do not use vendor-supplied defaults for system passwords or security parameters

Requirement 3: Protect stored cardholder data

Requirement 4: Encrypt transmission of cardholder data across open, public networks

Requirement 5: Use and regularly update anti-virus software or programs

Requirement 6: Develop and maintain secure systems and applications

Requirement 7: Restrict access to cardholder data by business need-to-know

Requirement 8: Assign a unique ID to each person with computer access

Requirement 9: Restrict physical access to cardholder data

Requirement 10: Track and monitor all access to network resources and cardholder data

Requirement 11: Regularly test security systems and processes

Requirement 12: Maintain a policy that addresses information security for all personnel

Requirement A.1: Shared hosting providers must protect the cardholder data environment
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Figure 5: Application Whitelisting Flow

Two	Ways	to	Protect	Against	Malware
Most computer-based retail systems are protected by anti-
virus (AV) software, the traditional security 
approach that blocks, and often eradicates, 
malicious code or data. The software looks 
for known or suspicious character strings 
that are documented in regularly updated 
malware signature files. A lesser known 
alternative, called application whitelisting, 
ensures only authorized, trusted software 
(i.e., whitelist) is permitted to execute; and 
conversely, unknown and malicious code is 
blocked without requiring signature files. 
Whitelisting is particularly effective and 
efficient for fixed function devices, like POS 
terminals, ATMs and kiosks, which generally 
run a pre-defined set of applications.

Whitelisting	Example

A major advantage of using application whitelisting is its 
ability to prevent malware from executing or performing 
buffer overflow tactics without having prior knowledge 
about the threat. When a new threat emerges and attempts 
to run, the whitelisting software will discover it is not on the 
list of trusted applications and block it; subsequently, the 
incident is recorded in the event log, thereby alerting McAfee 
ePO or another management console, as depicted in Figure 5.
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Comparing	AV	Software	and	Blacklisting	in	Retail

When selecting a security solution, there are many attributes 
to evaluate, some of which will be deployment-specific. In a 
generalized way, Table 1 compares AV software and whitelisting 
for several important considerations associated with fixed-
function retail systems. Whitelisting can offer advantages with 
respect to improved network and system performance and lower 
IT support effort.

IT Considerations Comparison 

Impact	on	network	performance
Frequent virus signature file updates may consume 
considerable network bandwidth.

Advantage	>>	Whitelisting
No virus signature updates needed.

Device	performance	degradation 
A device may lack the CPU performance, memory and storage 
to handle a comprehensive blacklisting solution.

Advantage	>>	Whitelisting
Whitelisting is a “light” approach, requiring about one-fifth the 
memory of blacklisting and about 1 percent of a CPU.

Out-of-date	patches 
A device may become vulnerable due to infrequently applied 
operating system and application patches. (e.g., end-of-life OS, 
inaccessible device).

Advantage	>>	Whitelisting
Whitelisting offers compensation (e.g., memory protection) 
when patches are out-of-date or are no longer supported.

Zero-day attacks 
This class of attack is difficult to counteract.

Advantage	>>	Whitelisting
Whitelisting provides protection against zero-day attacks.

IT support 
Many IT support hours may be needed to send virus updates, 
sometimes carried out on a daily basis. 

Advantage	>>	Whitelisting
Does not apply; whitelisting is typically a hands-off solution.

Device	Cleansing 
When a virus is detected in a file, it is desirable to clean the 
data. (i.e., continually scan for viruses and eradicate them).

Advantage	>>	AV	Software
Blacklisting does this, whitelisting does not.

Table 1: Whitelisting and Blacklisting Comparison
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Figure 6: McAfee* Device Control Controls the Use of Removable Media

McAfee	Anti-Malware	Solutions

Whether a retailer prefers to continue using AV software 
to protect their retail systems, or transition to application 
whitelisting, McAfee offers solutions for both cases:

• McAfee* VirusScan Enterprise combines anti-virus, anti-
spyware, firewall and intrusion prevention technologies 
to stop and remove malicious software.

• McAfee* Embedded Control automatically creates 
a dynamic whitelist of the “authorized code” on the 
device. Once the whitelist is created and enabled, the 
system is locked down to the known good baseline. No 
program or code outside the authorized set can run, and 
no unauthorized changes can be made. When untrusted 
software attempts to execute, an alert is sent to the 
management console, prompting potential corrective 
action.

Comprehensive Data Protection
Business-critical or customer-confidential information can 
fall into the wrong hands if the data on retail systems is not 
properly safeguarded. McAfee offers several products that 
provide multiple layers of protection against data loss and 
unauthorized access.

• McAfee* Endpoint Encryption is the cornerstone of 
data protection since it encrypts data throughout the 
retail environment, including retail systems, network 
files and folders, removable media, and USB portable 
storage devices. The software employs Intel® Advanced 
Encryption Standard New Instructions (Intel® AES-NI)4 
implemented on Intel Core vPro processors, allowing 
data encryption functions to run up to ten times (parallel 
mode)5,6 without slowing down the system.

• McAfee* Device Control protects critical data and 
systems by controlling the use of removable media, as in 
preventing an unauthorized individual from downloading 
data from a POS terminal onto a removable storage 
device, such as a USB drive or DVD. The software 
provides tools to monitor and control data transfers 
between retail systems and removable media, and it 
integrates with McAfee ePO to facilitate the monitoring 
of critical usage data, such as device, time stamp and 
data evidence. Retail IT organizations can specify 
in detail which devices can be connected and what 
content can and cannot be transferred with removable 
storage. McAfee Device Control, depicted in Figure 6, 
enables retail organizations to implement data security 
regulations without suppressing the flow of vital 
business information.

• McAfee* Data Loss Prevention insightfully helps retailers 
understand, monitor, control, restrict and protect data. 
The software uses unique analytics (i.e., heuristics) to 
keep companies ahead of threats, illustrate data flows and 
explain how data is used, enabling IT departments to quickly 
create effective data protection policies without disrupting 
business. Data loss prevention from McAfee secures all 
sensitive data, wherever it is stored or used, and easily 
integrates with other technologies to provide complete data 
security, from the USB drive to the network firewall.

• McAfee* Database Activity Monitoring automatically finds 
databases on the network and protects them with a set 
of preconfigured defenses or policies customized for a 
particular utility environment. This is particularly valuable 
when a database hasn’t seen a patch in a long time, perhaps 
because the software vendor doesn’t have access to the 
system. The solution protects data from all threats by 
monitoring activity on each database server and by alerting 
or terminating malicious behavior.
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Offering	More	Secure	Retail	Systems
It’s an unpleasant fact that retail systems are the target of cyber 
attacks, and they can even be the weak link that opens the door 
for a company-wide attack. This can be avoided when OEMs 
and retailers take advantage of a combination of software- and 
hardware-based security technologies offering multi-layer 
protection. Retail system OEMs, VARs and system integrators 
can design in and bundle solutions from Intel and McAfee that 
significantly improve a retailer’s security posture, thereby 
potentially saving them the expense and embarrassment 
associated with a cyber attack. Furthermore, offering security 
solutions provides vendors an opportunity to differentiate 
themselves from their competition and, ultimately, increase 
margins.

For more information regarding Intel® technology in retail please visit:  
www.intel.com/retail

1 http://www.mcafee.com/us/about/news/2012/q2/20120523-01.aspx.
 2 www.esecurityplanet.com/hackers/four-hackers-charged-with-cyber-attacks-on-pos-systems.html.
3 Intel® Active Management Technology (Intel® AMT) requires the platform to have an Intel AMT-enabled chipset, network hardware and software, as well as connection with a power source and a 

corporate network connection. With regards to notebooks, Intel AMT may not be available or certain capabilities may be limited over a host OS-based VPN or when connecting wirelessly, on battery 
power, sleeping, hibernating or powered off. For more information, see http://www.intel.com/p/en_US/embedded/hwsw/technology/amt.

4 Intel® Advanced Encryption Standard New Instructions (Intel® AES-NI) requires a computer system with an Intel AES-NI-enabled processors, as well as non-Intel® software to execute the 
instructions in the correct sequence. Intel AES-NI is available on select Intel® Core™ processors. For availability, consult your system manufacturer. For more information, visit http://software.intel.
com/en-us/articles/intel-advanced-encryption-standard-instructions-aes-ni.

  5 Performance results have been estimated based on internal Intel analysis and are provided for informational purposes only. Any difference in system hardware or software design or configuration 
may affect actual performance.

6 http://www.intel.com/content/www/us/en/cloud-computing/cloud-computing-intel-aes-instructions-demo-brief.html.
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